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WELCOME



Welcome to the 2020 Peruvian coffee season. This is our third consecutive year of 
reporting progress against our Quality Standards commitments. We are continuing to 
make significant progress in our volumes while upholding social and environmental 
commitments. Perennially, our goal with this report is to provide a transparent update 
on our progress, simultaneously inspiring a glimpse of the work that your investment 
has helped bring to life.

The sections of the report mirror the four divisions of our Quality Standards. By listing 
our commitments, we aim to provide a clear view of our performance, both in areas 
where we have had success and where we have more to do.

This year we saw the Solidario Program usher in fundamental change. The initiative has 
helped dramatically improve the coffee quality and capabilities of the small shareholders 
with whom we work. It is our belief that these improvements are a credit to the long 
term commitment Origin Coffee Lab has made to the coffeelands. 

In addition, we have included a small report addressing how COVID-19 is affecting our 
harvest. We will also highlight our sourcing and exporting programs, giving you a com-
plete commercial update. Lastly, we will spotlight two of our producers with a compari-
son of the 2019 and2020 seasons. 

Finally, we have a small report on the issues we faced in 2019 and what we expect to 
face in the upcoming 2020 season.
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Dear Customers,

I hope this letter finds you all well. On behalf of Origin Coffee Lab, I would like to extend 
my warmest regards. All of us as a community: Importers, Roasters, Bankers, Small 
Shareholders, Logistics, and Partners, amongst others, are part of the coffee supply 
chain. You help make the coffee lands stronger.

For three years I have had the honor of being a part of Origin Coffee Lab. As a commu-
nity, we have come to know so many wonderful people who are always willing to extend 
a helping hand. I want to take this opportunity to offer my deep gratitude to you for your 
continued friendship. These friendships have left me with a deep appreciation for all you 
do. Moving forward I know that these relationships are the bedrock of all that we will 
accomplish.

At Origin Coffee Lab, we care about the families in our communities. These are the 
people who safeguard quality, we depend on them. Cooperating with our community 
and beyond has been key to our success. As we continue to have these standards in 
Cajamarca, together, we can face any difficulties that arise along the way.

Sincerely,
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Alexander Julca
Director of Quality
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José Rivera
CEO

Letter 
from 
CEO

2019 was an incredibly positive year, with everyone working tirelessly to make a real 
difference. The business grew in revenue, creating a strong foothold of profitability: 
$168k (2018: $133k). We are most proud about a significant increase to our quality 
premiums and the Solidario Program. 
 
In addition, because Origin Coffee Lab became the first Peruvian coffee company to 
work directly with producers, cupping all deliveries—no matter how small—, we pay 
premiums directly on par with the quality of the coffee. After 4 years of consistently 
investing in social, environmental, and emergent practices focusing on sustainability, 
we at Origin Coffee Lab believe we are putting growers at the heart of our business. 
 
It is particularly pleasing to see the team grow, with new and various opportunities in 
Colombia, Ethiopia, and Costa Rica. These opportunities have created growth in the 
Solidario Program by broadening our abilities to engage with customers. We will be 
launching our own sourcing platform; a website will be available for the upcoming 
harvest. We have also made investments in agricultural resources, including innovative 
drying methods such as raised beds and solar modules, to further improve resources 
for the Solidario Project. 
 
As part of our commitment to sourcing the best coffee, the Solidario Program supports 
17 Comités (small organized groups of farmers), composed of 220 producers. These 
Comités provide workshops in farm management, agricultural training, micro-loans, 
access to markets, and support in working with data. The goal of these workshops is 
to continually improve the coffee quality of and increase incomes for the small share-
holders with whom we work. 
 
We always seek innovative solutions for the challenges growers face, whether in imple-
menting our own quality standards for our certification program, in providing full training 
in production costs, or in helping improve the agronomic practices of the farmers with 
whom we work. Again, our goal is keeping the farms at the heart of all we do.
 
The 2019 COE was a total surprise for us. Overall, Origin Coffee Lab placed five of our 
very best producers in the top twenty, with three in the top five. 
Mrs. Grimanes Morales from Laurel (partner since 2017), La Coipa in San Ignacio won 1st Place.
Mr. Franklin Chinguel from Laurel (2017), La Coipa garnered 4th. 
Mrs. Zobeida Alarcon from El Triunfo (2016), San Jose del Alto placed 11th.
Mr. Ulises Neira from El Huabo (2016), San Ignacio finished 12th. 
 
The outlook for 2020 was very positive before COVID-19. As exporters, we recognize 
the need for our business to operate with a genuine purpose, to offer  transparency and 
ever-increasing data to our customers. With our continued growth in sales, our team is 
now able to develop new projects. Some projects of note are: natural processing meth-
ods, vacuum packing, and new bodegas for sourcing parchment. 
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At Origin Coffee Lab we believe that the cup qualities are intrinsically linked with the 
quality of the small shareholder lives. Simply put, quality means a beautiful tasting cup 
of coffee and high quality of life for the farmer. Our goal is to incentivize cup quality by 
linking cupping score with our price premiums. This, we hope, in turn empowers the 
farmers.

Quality
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Our price premium model is as follows. The main reason we have selected this struc-
ture is to ensure we are always paying above the local market, and also paying fair 
prices directly.

For quality premiums, we begin  calculating from the base price for Organic Certified 
coffee in Jaen, as opposed to the c-market price. The C Market price was around 
$1/lb, but the market price in Peru was around $1.4/lb. In terms of parchment, our unit 
of measure is a quintale or qq (55.2 kg). The market average in Jaen for last year's 
harvest was 420 soles.
 

Quality
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The average price we paid was 578 soles per unit of parchment (55.2kg). This is on 
average a 37% premium compared to the open market, a difference of 158 soles per 
unit.
 
This past season we exported 24 containers. This is roughly 6600 bags weighing 
152.12 lbs each, or 623,835.62 Kg or 11,301.36 qq. This past year based on our 
averaged premium paid and the amount sold, we paid 1’785,614.88 soles (USD$ 
537,835.80) in quality premiums.

Quality
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$ 1.82/Lb

Origin Coffee Lab
Minimum Price$ 1.4/Lb

Organic Price
in Jaen

$ 1.00/Lb

C-Market
Price

1 Quintal (qq) 
of Partchment 55.2 Kg

Jaen Market 
Average Partchment Price

Origin Coffee Lab  
Average Partchment Price

420 Soles

578 Soles

24
Containers
Exported

6600 bags
152.12 Lbs
Exported

S/. 
$ 

1´785,614.88
537,835.80

Payed in premiums



For this upcoming season we have made investments targeted at improving our infrastruc-
ture. We built a new warehouse for reception and coffee storage. This doubles our capacity, 
allowing us to quickly assess and grade out green samples. We have also built a room where 
producers can see live results of their cupping scores and payments. In an effort to push 
quality further, we have built a vacuum packing line for coffee (120k soles) for micro and 
nanolots. It is our hope this will encourage smaller lot purchasing to highlight each individual 
producer.

We have also started to branch out more directly with the surrounding communities. In Colasay 
we built a sourcing bodega and Lab. We believe this is an area with much untapped potential. 
The long-term plan is to start a full cherry/natural process for the area. Unfortunately, because 
of the uncertainty resulting from COVID-19, we do not know the future of this project.

Quality
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We identified four exemplary varieties in the areas around Jaen and San Ignacio. Their cupping profile 
is outstanding, consistently eliciting descriptors such as “unique” and ”exotic.” Coupling these 
varieties with several factors that make them easy to handle makes them ideal candidates to encour-
age quality growth in the region. We have found that these plants are Rust (roya) resistant, have a 
denser bean weight (allowing for greater production efficiency), and have a relatively high yield.
 
This past year these varieties placed in the Cup of Excellence Competition. (Pictures to accompany)
 
1st variety won 1st place at COE last year from La Coipa – San Ignacio,
2nd variety is from Colasay – Jaen,
3rd variety is from Santa Rosa – Jaen
4th variety is from San Jose del Alto – Jaen

Quality
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Origin Coffee Lab has a simple mission as a business in the community positively 
impacting small farmers. This mission has led us to work directly with producers to pay 
premiums congruent with the quality of the coffee. We are proud to be the first compa-
ny in Cajamarca to do so. This simple innovation in our direct trade model enables us 
to better support the community, developing relationships that have stood the test of 
time. 
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For Origin Coffee to deliver a meaningful impact in the community, we have organized 
220 growers into 17 Comités in Jaén and San Ignacio. The Solidario Program model 
was built exclusively for the farmers, to harness the potential of the community’s 
women and young people. The purpose of the Comités in this unique farmer-led model 
is to empower farmers so they are equipped with tools to approach the very real prob-
lems encountered in the coffeelands. Every year we aim to further expand small farm-
ers’ participation and ownership of key crop value chains. The model is structured to 
address four key areas: Training, Financial Access, Market Access and Data Sharing.
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As an exporter, our promise is to provide radical transparency to the supply chain. This 
transparency will be chiefly embodied by the total financial visibility in everything Origin 
does. Our goal is to change the nature of the conversation in coffee—to how we can 
improve the farmers' lives, not just how much they are being paid.

As Origin Coffee Lab has developed in the community, so has farmer participation. 
Participants who have been working with us for three or more years have developed 
and exhibited skills from long-term participation. 
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The key to the relationship between Origin Coffee Lab and the community is mutual 
trust and an understanding that our goals are the same: to create a sustainable future. 
Apart from the price premiums we pay, we also look to mitigate risk in other, more 
advanced ways:
Managing currency rates to lock in price stability and provide a predictive economic future.
Modeling production costs and yields to manage profits for the farmers. 27 of the 192 
smallholders we work with used these tools, helping them more consistently turn a 
better profit. This is up from 19 the previous year. Attached at the end of this report are 
several spreadsheets showing modelings that help producers plan. (Appendix #1)
Educating farmers on the best way to read the local markets. This then empowers 
growers to trade with us and other buyers.
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The Solidario project has an on-boarding process. As a farmer wants to start working 
with Origin Coffee Labs, we work through a curriculum of topics to ensure the relation-
ship is sustainable. These basics serve as the foundation for the next twoyears. For 
example, as we disclose our price premium structures (site table on next page), the 
farmers learn about consistent drying techniques, cherry ripeness and picking, or 
requirements for samples. This establishes clear goals for each party, with mutual 
hopes of a long-term relationship.

Training
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The second year we introduce spreadsheets and models to help the producer carefully 
plan their harvest. The hope is that this helps the producer understand what factors are 
key to their success. In the third year, we introduce a yet more-complex spreadsheet 
that incorporates all factors we find to encourage long-term sustainability for the coffee-
lands. At the end of the document we have attached these worksheets. (Appendix #2)

In order to utilize community as a support network, we encourage neighboring farmers 
to lead by example. This community interaction can make the transition from the first 
year to subsequent years much easier. The idea behind this is that community momen-
tum is much stronger and longer-lasting when the movement starts from within. 

Training
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On the left side of the photo is a farm 
before adopting advanced agricultural 
practices. On the right is the result of 
practices taught in the Solidario 
program



As a service to the producers we provide market access for their coffees. If a coffee 
shows potential from a new farm or selection, we look for the best market for that 
coffee. This also helps maximize the premium for the producer, as we receive the best 
price for their coffees. Ultimately, we are trying to avoid a common problem that exists 
in the coffeelands of Peru: a coffee can be of high quality, but if it doesn't have a ready 
market, it easily can be blended in with lower-margin products, missing out on higher 
prices.

Training
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Working with producers is not only about price premiums. We have learned that with 
faster feedback, we see faster progress. For the last four years, almost all the produc-
ers eagerly look forward to our quality reports. We have six to seven cuppers, and each 
discusses sample feedback directly with their producers. If there is something wrong, 
we try to help problem-solve and provide solutions. Sometimes it is like a doctor giving 
a diagnosis, often we are relied on to provide a solution. During this process we share 
all the info with the producers, and with time they come to understand the value of this 
feedback. With continuous dialogue, consistent profit is a real possibility for farmers in 
the coffeelands. 

Feedback
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Moisture Content %
Coffee Lot Type

SCAA Score

Local Market Price
(55.2 Kg)

ORG NO CERT

84 85 85 86 87

10.5 - 12 10.5 - 12 10.5 - 11.3 10.5 - 11.3 10.5 - 11.3

Price to the farmer per 
Quintal de Pergamino 
(55.2 Kg) en Soles

Raw material cost 
Sourcing cost
Milling & Packaging
Recoverable costs
After Mill Logistics
Insurance
Financing Costs 

525 550 625 725 900

Origin Coffee Lab 
Margin

0.22 $ 0.23 $ 0.39 $ 0.45 $ 0.56 $

Total Cost to Buyer 2.45 $ 2.55 $ 3.00 $ 3.44 $ 4.21 $

1.82 $
0.17
0.09
-0.05
0.13
0.01
0.06

1.90 $
0.18
0.09
-0.05
0.13
0.01
0.06

2.16 $
0.21
0.09
-0.05
0.13
0.01
0.06

2.51 $
0.24
0.09
-0.05
0.13
0.01
0.06

3.11 $
0.30
0.09
-0.05
0.13
0.01
0.06

Blender Blender Microlot Microlot Microlot



COVID-19’s 
IMPACT 
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The Peruvian economy sector is experiencing an apagon economico, or an "economic 
blackout" that causes national productivity to slow down. Early 2020 forecasts are 
expecting a downturn between 3% to 4%. This a stark comparison with the previously 
forecasted growth of around 1.5%. 

These national issues have quickly found their way to the coffee sector. The coffeelands 
are experiencing severe supply chain issues because of the pandemic. Some examples 
are:

(i) Labor shortages, and higher costs when available
(ii) Increased freight costs from farms to bodegas 
(iii ) Increased basic food costs
(iv) Uncertain weather conditions compounding these issues 

Simply, this is shaping up to be a crisis. We are trying to model how this has affected 
the typical farmer. The following calculations are based on 1 hectare with 18 qq yield of 
dry parchment coffee.

The negative economic environment is causing a shortage of labor. The following tables 
will briefly outline the estimated impact smallholders will be facing this upcoming year. 
Wages have increased by 40% per lata. Given a yield of 18qq/ha, the expected yield is 
360 cherry latas for 1 hectare. With 360 latas at the cost of 7 soles each, the expected 
cost is 2520 soles. The freight per quintal increased from 4 soles to 9 soles, more than 
doubling transport costs. Lastly, basic food costs, per meal, have increased from 10 
soles to 15, roughly 50%.

Table 1: Impact of the cost of coffee picking in the 2020 harvest 
(Based on 1 hectare, in Soles).

Overall, in this model the average cost increase to the farmer is roughly 33% compared 
with the previous season.

COVID-19’s impact 
on 2020 Peruvian 

Coffee Season

Model of a typical 
productive farm
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Picking (1 wage)
= 20 latas 
= 370 Kg coffee 
cherry

Lata

Wage

Parchment
Quintal 
(55.2 Kg)

Daily

360

23

18

1

5

30

4

10

7

45

9

15

40%

50%

125%

50%

Post-harvest
Processing
(despulp, washing, 
drying)

Logistics
(from the farm to 
the bodega)

Food for the 
workers (daily)

Indicator Unity Unit Cost
(before)

Unit Cost
(right now)Quantity Increase



Table 2: Increase in cost of coffee picking 2020 season (Based on 1 hectare, in Soles)

The projected picking cost for the 2020 season is 3,717 soles, an increase of 45.1% 
over the previous season. Put another way, labor costs are increasing by 64.17 soles 
per quintal. In terms of US Dollars, this is $0.19 more per pound in harvesting and deliv-
ery costs to our bodega in Jaen.

Table 3: Increase in the total cost of production per hectare of coffee (S/Ha) 

Model of a typical 
productive farm
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Picking Lata

Wage

Quintal 

360

23

18

1,800

690

72

2,562

2,520

1,035

162

3,717

Post-harvest
Processing

Logistics

TOTAL COST

Indicator Unity 2019 Season 2020 SeasonQuantity

Total production cost
Total Cost (Soles) 

I) Farm labor
II) Fertilization ( 3 times per year) 
III) Selective Picking Premium
IV) Post harvest Processing
V) Trading
VI) Administrative Costs 

Total cost per 1 hectare 
Cost per Quintal (qq=55.2 KG)* 
Cost per kilo (partchment) 
Cost per kilo (green coffee) 

2018/2019 

  
1,650 
3,825 
2,000 
575 
283 
430 

8,762 
438.10 

7.94 
9.52 

2019/2020

1,650 
3,825 
2,800 
590 
303 
430 

9,597 
479.85 

8.69 
10.00 




